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To save this word, you'll need to log in.

Log In 
plat· form | \ ˈplat-ˌfȯrm  \

Definition of platform

1 : plan, design
2 : a declaration of the principles on which a group of persons stands especially : a declaration of principles and
policies adopted by a political party or a candidate
3a(1) : a usually raised horizontal flat surface especially : a raised flooring
(2) : a device or structure incorporating or providing a platform especially : such a structure on legs used for
offshore drilling (as for oil)
b : a place or opportunity for public discussion
4a : a usually thick layer (as of cork) between the inner sole and outer sole of a shoe
b : a shoe having such a sole
5a : a vehicle (such as a satellite or aircraft) used for a particular purpose or to carry a usually specified kind of
equipment
b : operating system also : the computer architecture and equipment using a particular operating system

 Synonyms  Example Sentences  Learn More about platform
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Synonyms for platform

Synonyms

dais,
podium,
rostrum,
stage,
stand,
tribune

Visit the Thesaurus for More 

Examples of platform in a Sentence
He stepped up onto the platform and looked out into the audience. She stepped off the train onto the platform.
See More
Recent Examples on the Web Users can click on icons to search for related information on various websites and
social media platforms to look for related malicious efforts elsewhere online. — Christopher Torres-lugo, The
Conversation, "You can join the effort to expose Twitter bots," 27 Nov. 2019 Current Anchorage Assembly
member Crystal Kennedy of Eagle River ran successfully for school board in 2003 in part on a platform of
building a second high school. — Matt Tunseth, Anchorage Daily News, "Chugiak-Eagle River divided over
proposal to merge high schools," 27 Nov. 2019

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of
the word 'platform.' Views expressed in the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its
editors. Send us feedback.
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See More

First Known Use of platform

1535, in the meaning defined at sense 1

History and Etymology for platform

Middle French plate-forme diagram, map, literally, flat form

Keep scrolling for more

Learn More about platform
Share platform

Post the Definition of platform to Facebook  Share the Definition of platform on Twitter 

Time Traveler for platform

The first known use of platform was in 1535

See more words from the same year

Dictionary Entries near platform

plate wheel

platework

plat-eye

platform

platformally

platform balance

platform car
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Phrases Related to platform

oil platform
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Statistics for platform

Last Updated

4 Dec 2019

Look-up Popularity

Top 20% of words

Cite this Entry

“Platform.” The Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster Inc., https://www.merriam-
webster.com/dictionary/platform. Accessed 13 December 2019.
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More Definitions for platform

platform

noun

English Language Learners Definition of platform

: a flat surface that is raised higher than the floor or ground and that people stand on when performing or speaking
: a flat area next to railroad tracks where people wait for a train or subway
: a usually raised structure that has a flat surface where people or machines do work

See the full definition for platform in the English Language Learners Dictionary

platform

noun
plat· form | \ ˈplat-ˌfȯrm  \

Kids Definition of platform

1 : a level usually raised surface We hurried to the train platform. Visitors can observe wildlife from a platform.
2 : a raised floor or stage for performers or speakers
3 : a statement of the beliefs and rules of conduct for which a group stands The candidates discussed their party's
platform.
4 : an arrangement of computer components that uses a particular operating system
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Rhyming Dictionary: Words that rhyme with platform

Spanish Central: Translation of platform

Nglish: Translation of platform for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of platform for Arabic Speakers

Comments on platform

What made you want to look up platform? Please tel l  us where you read or heard
it ( including the quote, if  possible).
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